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examples of for in a sentence yourdictionary com

Mar 26 2024

web 4 1 he opened the door for her and they entered quietly slipping into the kitchen 3 0 she stopped to wait for him unsure whether to be happy about his presence or

annoyed 3 0 after examining a rock for ants or other insects she leaned against it drawing in the clean smell of the forest

for grammar cambridge dictionary

Feb 25 2024

web from english grammar today for is usually a preposition and sometimes a conjunction for purpose we use for to talk about a purpose or a reason for something i m going

using for example for instance e g eg and such as in english

Jan 24 2024

web lesson topic introducing examples using for example and phrases like for example good writers explain their ideas well one way they explain their ideas is to include

examples which make the writer s thoughts much more concrete practical and comprehensible to the reader

example for vs example of english language learners stack

Dec 23 2023

web 1 answer sorted by 6 example of is used when describing the category or concept being illustrated by the example beer is an example of an alcoholic beverage means

that beer is one alcoholic beverage out of several possibilities example for is used to indicate who or what will be shown the example

sentences with for 75 examples englishgrammarsoft

Nov 22 2023



web feb 11 2023   an example of such is the word for this word can be used for diverse purposes and a few of which are the following use of for for as a purpose for to

intend for someone for to speak of the length of time or duration for to mean as exchange of for to convey the reason for an action example of sentences with for

for example english meaning cambridge dictionary

Oct 21 2023

web a1 used when giving an example of the type of thing you mean offices can easily become more environmentally friendly by for example using recycled paper writers

have

for preposition definition pictures pronunciation and usage

Sep 20 2023

web for example fall for somebody is in the phrasal verb section at fall idioms used to show who is intended to have or use something or where something is intended to be

put there s a letter for you it s a book for children we got a new table for the dining room this is the place for me i like it very much

12 ways to use for example for clearer writing wikihow

Aug 19 2023

web apr 6 2024   1 start with for example if your example is a whole sentence download article do this if your example has a subject and verb and can stand alone when

used at the beginning of the sentence the phrase for example introduces the example you re going to use here are some sentences with for example at the beginning 2

to vs for what s the difference learn how to use to

Jul 18 2023

web sep 18 2023   use for when expressing thanks or gratitude use for when talking about a duration of time use for when expressing support and agreement to vs for test

your understanding with a simple quiz more resources for practicing using to and for and one more thing



what s the difference between to and for grammarly

Jun 17 2023

web apr 22 2022   1 direction expressing movement toward something we re going to the zoo this weekend look to the left and right when crossing the street 2 receiving

showing who or what receives an action or item furlong passed the ball to sexton at the last second we didn t invite karen because she was always mean to us 3 connection

example of or example for wordreference forums

May 16 2023

web nov 30 2006   to answer your other question example of a letter means that the example is or could be an actual letter example for a letter means that the example is not

the letter itself but perhaps something in the letter or an example that would go with the letter but not the letter itself

40 other ways to say for example liven up your writing

Apr 15 2023

web may 31 2022   vocabulary synonyms antonyms 40 other ways to say for example liven up your writing by mary gormandy white m a staff writer updated may

american english for example vs for an example english

Mar 14 2023

web a sample sentence might be for example one way to clean silver coins is to wash them with water note that in such a case you can t use the plural for examples ways to

clean coins include water and baking soda would be wrong

for example definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Feb 13 2023



web 3 days ago   definition of for example for example phrase you use for example to introduce and emphasize something which shows that something is true toys

for ing grammar cambridge dictionary

Jan 12 2023

web from english grammar today for ing function we use for the ing form of a verb to talk about the function of something or how something is used i need something for

why is for examples wrong english language learners stack exchange

Dec 11 2022

web oct 5 2016   if you want to take an example or several examples you use the phrase for example not for examples though the word example is a countable noun why is

for examples wrong

for english meaning cambridge dictionary

Nov 10 2022

web a1 intended to be given to there s a phone message for you i d better buy something for the new baby there s a prize for the fastest three runners in each category

fewer

example definition meaning merriam webster

Oct 09 2022

web 1 one that serves as a pattern to be imitated or not to be imitated a good example 2 a punishment inflicted on someone as a warning to others also an individual so



for example definition meaning dictionary com

Sep 08 2022

web for example definition see examples of for example used in a sentence

python examples programiz

Aug 07 2022

web all examples introduction decision making and loops functions native datatypes files python program to print hello world python program to add two numbers python

program to find the square root python program to calculate the area of a triangle python program to solve quadratic equation python program to swap two variables

what are transferable skills 10 examples for your resume

Jul 06 2022

web 4 days ago   2 writing writing is one of the most common and useful transferable skills out there countless job postings require some form of writing on a daily basis

whether it s sending emails interacting with customers on social media or preparing presentations for clients the possibilities are endless 3

15 inspiring linkedin post ideas examples for your page

Jun 05 2022

web 4 days ago   15 linkedin post ideas and examples below you ll find creative linkedin post ideas to help you establish a strong brand presence on the platform and grow

your following we ve also included real life examples from top

spacex s starship could save nasa s beleaguered mars sample

May 04 2022



web apr 18 2024   mars sample return msr as the program is known was dreamed up nearly three decades ago the goal was to land a rover on mars collect samples of

scientific interest from a location that could

pennsylvania primary guide what s on the 2024 ballot usa

Apr 03 2022

web 4 days ago   primary in pennsylvania is here a 2024 election guide from ballot issues to house races president joe biden and former president donald trump have

essentially clinched their party s 2024

example english meaning cambridge dictionary

Mar 02 2022

web a1 used when giving an example of the type of thing you mean offices can easily become more environmentally friendly by for example using recycled paper see more

fewer

hipaa privacy rule final rule to support reproductive health

Feb 01 2022

web 5 days ago   this final rule is one of many actions taken by hhs to protect access to and privacy of reproductive health care after the supreme court s decision in dobbs v

jackson women s health organization that has led to extreme state abortion bans and other restrictions on reproductive freedom in 21 states the final rule also supports

president

the six most popular cross platform app development frameworks

Dec 31 2021

web 5 days ago   mobile app examples mcdonald s netflix forbes 9gag cash app philips read more about kotlin multiplatform case studies key features developers can reuse



code across android ios web desktop and server side while keeping native code if needed kotlin multiplatform can be seamlessly integrated into any project

example definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Nov 29 2021

web something that is typical of the group that it is a member of or that can be used to represent it let me give you an example of what i mean for example as a particular

case

happy earth day revisit this year s top examples of designboom

Oct 29 2021

web 4 days ago   breathing house by karm architecture lab the breathing house a single story family retreat designed by karm architecture lab kal on the shores of marsa

alam egypt exemplifies sustainable

10 best ai tools for research in 2024 compared elegant themes

Sep 27 2021

web 3 days ago   top three best ai tools for research feature comparison to give you a better idea of what our top three best ai tools for research offer we ve created a

comparison table that outlines each entry s top features and starting price to make the decision easier quillbot bit ai scite

for example definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Aug 27 2021

web for example meaning 1 used when giving an example of the type of thing you mean 2 used when giving an example of learn more
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